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We propose a construction to embed a code with bounded deciphering delay into a code maximal 
in the family of codes with the same deciphering delay (which answers a question in Berstel and 
Perrin, “Theory of codes”, 1985). This method gives rise to an algorithm which includes any finite 
code with finite deciphering delay in a regular maximal code with the same deciphering delay. 
1. Introduction 
A subset of words X E At is called a code if whenever the letters of a message 
are replaced by the corresponding words of X, the deciphering of the coded message 
is unique. The deciphering of coded messages is done instantaneously in the case 
of prejix codes defined as codes with none of their words appearing in the beginning 
of another one. The family of prefix codes is naturally generalized by the notion of 
bounded deciphering delay: we say that a code has a bounded deciphering delay if, 
when reading from left to right, the deciphering of messages coded according to 
such codes, can already begin after a “bounded” delay, without waiting for the end 
of the message. Prefix codes are those for which the deciphering delay is the smallest 
(it is equal to l), on the other hand some codes have an infinite deciphering delay 
as for the code {a, ab, bb} and the coded message ab”. 
For each family (family of codes, family of prefix codes and family D,(d) of 
codes with bounded deciphering delay equal to d), the concept of maximal element 
is introduced. For instance, a code X is maximal if there is no other code over A 
which strictly contains X; a code X with deciphering delay d is maximal in DA(d) 
if it is not strictly included in no other codeE D,(d). 
Most of the important questions about maximal prefix codes are solved, though 
some of these questions do not have an answer yet for codes with bounded 
deciphering delay, perhaps due to the strong result of Schtitzenberger [13] saying 
that each finite maximal code has either an infinite deciphering delay or a delay 
equal to 1 (i.e. the code is prefix). Nevertheless, some other properties of the family 
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of codes with bounded deciphering delay have been pointed out: a characterization 
of their decoding function is obtained in [4]; elementary codes which are particular 
codes with finite deciphering delay were introduced in [S] to successfully solve the 
DOL sequence equivalence problem; more recently, the notion of deciphering with 
bounded delay has been investigated in the problem of coding arbitrary sequences 
into a constrained system of sequences [7]. 
A collection of results is proposed in this paper, which tries to give a better 
understanding of the codes with deciphering delay d, maximal in D,(d). We first 
give a combinatorial characterization of such codes, using arguments of a proof of 
[13] (Theorem 3.2). Consequently, we obtained for thin (particularly for regular) 
codes with bounded deciphering delay d, the equivalence between maximal codes 
and codes maximal in D,(d) (Theorem 3.3). This generalizes known results about 
prefix codes [l]. 
One of the recent trends in the theory of codes is the problem of the embedding 
of a code into a maximal code of the same nature. Only few constructions for 
obtaining such an embedding have been discovered: one knows how to include a 
finite (regular) prefix code in a finite (regular) prefix and maximal code [l]; each 
regular code can be embedded into a regular maximal code [6] but finite codes 
exist which are not included in any finite maximal code [ 111; it is proved in [lo] 
that any finite biprelix code is included in a maximal code regular and biprefix. The 
major contribution of this paper (Theorem 4.7) is a procedure to embed any code 
with a given bounded deciphering delay d into a code maximal in D,(d) (this 
answers a question in [ 1, p. 1291). Moreover this procedure gives rise to an algorithm 
that includes in a finite number of steps each finite code E DA(d) in a regular maximal 
code E DA(d) (Theorem 4.8); Schiitzenberger theorem mentioned above shows that 
the regularity property cannot be replaced by a finiteness one. The construction that 
we propose is based on the completion of a forest of trees describing the given 
code. It is more complicated than the method proposed in [6] to embed a regular 
code into a maximal one, but the latter almost always produces an infinite deciphering 
delay for the maximal code. 
Independently of our work and using different techniques, Zhang Liang and 
Wang Liming have also obtained a construction to embed a code with finite 
deciphering delay d into a code with deciphering delay d’s 2d, maximal in the 
family D,(d’) [8]. This construction preserves regularity and thinness, that shows 
that each regular (thin) code E D,(d) is included in a regular (thin) maximal 
code E DA( d’) with d’s 2d. By a study of the two constructions, we have succeeded 
to prove that each finite (regular, thin, respectively) code with bounded deciphering 
delay is included in a regular (thin) maximal code with the same deciphering delay 
[31. 
2. Definitions and basic results 
Most of the notations and definitions we use in the paper are those used in [l]. 
Let A be a finite alphabet, we denote by A* the set of words over A, including the 
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empty word 1, A+ is the set of nonempty words. The length of a word w E A* is 
denoted by 1 WI. The classical operations on subsets of words X, Y G A* are + for 
union, - for diserence, . for concatenation product and * for star. Let also X” be 
the nth power of the set X C_ A*, X+ the set X” - { 1) and 
X-‘Y={WEA*I~~EX,~~E Y:xw=y}. 
The subsets X E A* obtained from the letters of the alphabet A by a finite number 
of unions, concatenation products and stars are called regular as usual. A subset 
Xc A* is thin if 
3w~A*: A*wA*nX=@. 
Let u, v E A*, we say u is (proper) left factor of v and we denote u s (<) v if 
3 w E A*( EA+) such that uw = v. In the same way, we define (proper) right factors. 
The words u, v are called incomparable if u < v and v ff u. Otherwise, they are 
comparable and we denote u = v, we also use notation u =X if u is comparable 
with some word of the set X. 
A code X c A+ is a set of words satisfying the following property: 
Vx,,x, ,..., xnry,,yZ ,..., y,EX,n,m>l: 
xIxz...x, = y,y,...y, 3 n = m and x, = y, Vi. 
A code X E At is maximal if there exists no code Y c A+ which strictly contains 
X. The easiest codes to construct are the prefix ones: X E A+ is a pre$x code if no 
word of X is a proper left factor of another one. Codes with bounded deciphering 
delay generalize the family of prefix codes: X G A+ has a bounded deciphering delay 
if there exists an integer d > 0 such that 
‘ifx,,x, ,..., x,,,y,,yz ,..., ~,EX,VWEA*: 
x,xz...x,w=y,y7...ym, l~l<ly,~l, n+m>d + x,=y,. 
The deciphering delay d(X) of the set X is the smallest integer d satisfying this 
condition if such a d exists, otherwise it is infinite. For instance, prefix codes have 
the smallest deciphering delay (equal to l), the set {ab, (ab)‘b} with i 3 0 has 
deciphering delay i + 1, on the other hand the set {a, ab, b’} has an infinite decipher- 
ing delay. Notice that we will always be concerned with codes with bounded 
deciphering delay, because every subset of words with bounded deciphering delay 
is a code [l]. 
Sardinas and Patterson gave in [12] an algorithm to test whether a regular set 
X G A+ is a code. This algorithm is based on the computation of the sets 
U,=X-‘X-(l), CJ,+,=X~‘C/,+lJ;‘X for n’-1. 
It is proved in [ 1, 121 that X c At is a code iff none of these sets U,, intersect with 
X, moreover in the case of a regular set X, the U,,‘s are computable and the set of 
all Un’s is finite. 
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The next property about the U,,‘s characterizes the deciphering delay d(X) of a 
code X and it gives an effective computation of d(X) when X is a regular code: 
Proposition 2.1. Let X G At be a code and U,, n 2 1, be the sets defined above. Then 
d(X) is bounded iff there exists n 2 1 with U,, = 8. In that case, d(X) is equal to the 
smallest n 2 1 for which U,, is an empty set. 
Proof. It is not very hard to prove that the set U, contains the word w iff there 
exist some words x1, x2, . . . , x,, y,, y,, . . . , y, E X, w E A*, such that x,x~...x,w = 
YlY2.-Ym, Xl#Y,, I44Yml andn+m=k+l.Sod=d(X)isfiniteiff U,_,#0and 
u,=0. 0 
As a corollary, we obtain an algorithm to compute the deciphering delay d(X) 
of a regular code X. For instance, for X = ab*, we compute the finite sequence 
U, = b’, U, = 0. So d(X) = 2. For X = {a, ab, b’}, d(X) is infinite because for every 
n 2 1: U, = {b}. 
3. Deciphering delay and maximality 
We denote by D*(d) the family of codes X G A’ with bounded deciphering delay 
d. So DA( 1) is the family of prefix codes over A. We study in this section the concept 
of maximality for codes with bounded deciphering delay. Two notions of maximality 
are investigated and compared: code maximal in the family of codes and code 
maximal in the family D,(d) (i.e. not strictly included in any code of D,(d)). 
Any code is included in a maximal code by Zorn lemma [l]. A similar property 
is verified in each family D,(d) using the same argument: 
Proposition 3.1 ([2]). Any code X E D,(d) is included in some code Y maximal in 
the family D,(d). 
The proof does not give any construction of the code Y, it only states that Y 
exists. One of the goals of the paper is to provide a construction of this set Y (see 
Section 4). But first let us give a combinatorial characterization of a code which is 
maximal in the family D,(d). This property will be useful in what follows because 
it efficiently tests whether a code with bounded deciphering delay d is maximal or 
not in D,(d). 
Theorem 3.2. Let X c A’ be a code with bounded deciphering delay d. Then X is 
maximal in D,(d) ifs 
VWEA*, VXEX”-I: xwA*nX*#(d. 
Proof. The first half of the proof essentially comes from a proof given by 
Schtitzenberger in [ 131. 
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Suppose first that X is maximal in D,(d) and 
~wEA”, 3x~X~~‘: xwA*nX*=g. 
As d(X) = d, it is always possible to construct from the word xw a word y E 
Xdm'At - X”A+ such that yA* n X* = 0. We will show that the set Y = X+{y} is 
again a code with deciphering delay d, which yields the contradiction. Let 
Yl,... ,Yn,ZI,..., z, E Y and w E A* such that 
y, . ..ynw = z, . ..z.,, IwI<Iz,,I and n+m>d. 
We must prove that y, = z, . 
If all the y,‘s, 2,‘s belong to X, then y, = z, as d(X) = d. Otherwise one of these 
words is equal to y. Suppose first that y, # y and z, # y. If y is equal to some y,, 
2 s i G n. A word z E Xd exists such that z 4 y, . ..y. because y E XdplAt. If z, . ..z. E 
X*, then let W’E A* and j 2 1 such that 
zw’ = z, . ..z. and 1 w’l < Iz,\. 
It follows that y, = z, as X has deciphering delay d. If z, . ..z.,, E Y” -X*, then, as 
before, Z’E Xd exists such that z’s z, . ..z.,, the conclusion is identical because z = z’. 
Now, if each yj belongs to X, one of the z,‘s, 2sjs m, must be equal to y. Again 
a rather similar argument holds. Let y = xu with x E X”-’ and u E A’. Then either 
there exists j, 1 <j < m, such that z,, . . . , z, E X, 
z, . ..z.x s Y, .-Y,, 
and this case is solved as before, or z,,, = y, 
y, . ..y. <z ,... z,,,_,x with z,, . . . , z,_, E X 
and again y, = z, because x E X+ and n + m - 13 d. 
Suppose now that y, = y. As yA* n X* = 0, y must be one of the zj’s, 1 sj s m. 
If z, # y, let z E Xd such that z s z, . ..z.. As yA*nX* =Q!J, z must be a proper left 
factor of y which contradicts the statement y & XdA+. So z, is equal to y and y, = z, . 
Conversely if y, f y and z, = y, then m > 1 otherwise 
Yl .-Y, < Zl = Y, 
a contradiction with y $ X”A+; y must appear among the y>‘s since yA* n X* = ti. 
The same conclusion holds. This finishes the first half of the proof. 
We suppose now that 
VWEA*, VXEX~~‘: xwA*nX*f@ 
and that X is not maxima1 in DA(d). Then there exists a word ypf X such that 
X + {y} is again a code with deciphering delay d. So 
vx E XdP’: xydA* n X* # 0. 
As Xc Y and d(Y)=d, y ‘-‘A* n X” # (d and y E X. This is impossible. 0 
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The family D,(d) is very friendly because the notion of maximality with respect 
to this family does not conflict with the general notion of maximality. Indeed: 
Theorem 3.3. Let XC A+ be a thin code with bounded deciphering delay d. Then X 
is a maximal code ifX is maximal in the family D,(d). 
Proof. The theorem directly follows from Theorem 3.2 and a result in [9] saying 
that if X c At is a thin code with bounded deciphering delay d, then X is a maximal 
code ifI 
VWEA*, VXEX~-‘: xwA*nX*#@ 0 
The code X = ab*, with deciphering delay 2, illustrates the theorem: it is a maximal 
code over A = {a, b} because any regular code is thin [l] and X* meets all the 
xwA*, x E X, w E A*. Xt is indeed the set of all the words beginning with letter a. 
So, X is also maximal in D,(2). Theorem 3.3 is no more true for other than thin 
codes, a counterexample is given in [2] for each family D,.,(d). 
A result close to the latter theorem but less precise, states that if X c A+ is a thin 
code with bounded deciphering delay, then it is a maximal code iff it is maximal 
in the family of codes Y G A’ with bounded deciphering delay [ 11. (No precision 
is given about the value of the deciphering delay.) The proof is based on the 
Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg algorithm [6] for embedding a regular code into a 
regular maximal code; in that proof the deciphering delay for the code Y= X + {Y} 
is bounded but greater than the deciphering delay of X (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2). 
4. Embedding of codes with bounded deciphering delay 
4.1. TheJinite case 
The following Schiitzenberger result is probably one of the most famous about 
the families D,(d). It says that for finite maximal codes, either their deciphering 
delay is infinite or it is equal to 1, i.e. the code is prefix. In other words, any maximal 
code with bounded deciphering delay d > 1 is always an infinite set. 
Theorem 4.1 ([ 131). Everyfinite maximal code with bounded deciphering delay ispre$x. 
Consider,giveni~l,thecodeX={ab,(ab)’b}withd(X)=i+l.Itisnotmaximal 
by Theorem 4.1 as it is a finite set. On the other hand, the suffix code {a, ab, b2} is 
a finite maximal code. Thus, its deciphering delay is infinite. 
One of the consequences of Schiitzenberger theorem is that any finite code with 
bounded deciphering delay cannot be embedded into a maximal code which is 
again finite and has a bounded deciphering delay, unless this code is prefix. Indeed, 
every finite (regular) prefix code is included in a finite (regular), maximal prefix 
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code; this embedding can be effectively computed [ 11. So a question naturally arises: 
does such an algorithm exist for codes of each family D,(d) and what could the 
minimal properties required for the computed maximal code be? It is sensible to 
hope to embed a finite code with bounded deciphering delay into a regular (instead 
of finite) maximal code with bounded deciphering delay. And perhaps it is also 
possible to maintain the same deciphering delay for the maximal code. 
Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg provided an algorithm to include a regular code 
Xc A’ in a regular maximal code Y c A+ [6]. Notice that it does not work here 
correctly because in most cases d(Y) is infinite [2]. An algorithm to solve our 
question would have to control the deciphering delay totally. 
4.2. Embedding of codes with bounded deciphering delay: Introduction 
To answer the question “is anyjinite code with bounded deciphering delay embedable 
in a regular maximal code with the same deciphering delay”, we are first going to 
detail a general procedure to construct a code Y maximal in D,(d), that contains 
a given code X E DA(d). Subsequently we will study this procedure in case of finite 
codes X (see Section 4.7). 
Roughly, this procedure consists of associating the code X E D,(d) with a forest 
F(X) of trees whose nodes are overlappings of words x in X. This forest has some 
properties: each element of the code is described by a path in F(X) and for each 
node of F(X), the set of all its sons is a prefix code. In order to include the code 
X in a code Y maximal in D,(d), these prefix codes are completed by new nodes 
to obtain prefix codes as maximal as possible with respect to the properties required 
for the set Y. This operation creates new paths in the forest F(X) that show the 
new words to be added to X. Then we extract, from the completed forest, the code 
Y maximal in D,(d) including the code X. 
The description of the forest associated with the code X is given in Section 4.3. 
Section 4.4 contains a preliminary example of embedding, while the following 
section details the general procedure for embedding a code X E D,(d) into a code 
Y maximal in D,(d). Later in Section 4.6 we will show the procedure works 
correctly. Finally Section 4.7 deals with the problem of embedding finite codes 
X E D,(d). 
From now on, we do not consider prefix codes for which the embedding into a 
maximal prefix code is known [l]. The alphabet is supposed to have at least two 
letters. 
4.3. Forest associated with a code with bounded deciphering delay 
Let us begin with the description of the forest F(X) associated with a code 
X E D,(d). The roots of the different trees in F(X) are given by the elements of 
the set X - XA’; all the words of X which have a word u E X - XA+ as proper left 
factor are stocked in the tree of root u as paths from this root to some node of the 
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tree. In the same way, we also depict in this tree the words of X+ - X “overlapping” 
with the previous ones. 
More precisely, theforest F(X) of trees associated with a codeX E D,(d) is defined 
in the following way. Each tree is constructed level by level, beginning with the 
root. We denote by RF(X) the set of all the nonempty proper right factors of words 
x E X; U(v) is the set {u E RF(X) 1 uu E X’} with u E A+, and P(Z) denotes the 
prefix code 2 - ZA+ for some Z 5 A+. 
level 0: P(X) is defined as the set of the roots of the trees. 
Zeve/k(ksl): ForeachnodeUk~loflevelk-1,let(v,,v,,...,q_,)bethepath 
from the root I.+, to t&l. Construct the set P( u(uOv, . ..Uk_r)) and draw an arrow 
from vL_, to each of its elements vh ; underline the node !.& in case uOu, ...t.$_r VI, G X. 
For instance, let X = {ab, a’, ab’, aba’b, a’b3} be a code in D,(3) over the alphabet 
A = {a, b}. Its forest F(X) has two trees: 
ab - a26 - _b2 a2+ b’ 
\b 
The described method gives rise to a forest F(X) of IP( tree(s) with nodes 
underlined or not. These trees have some obvious properties: 
Proposition 4.2. Let X E D,(d) and F(X) the associated forest. 
(i) For each node in F(X), the set of its sons is a prefix code. 
(ii) Each path (Q, v,, . . , vk) from a root v. to a not underlined node uk is 
equivalent to a word vov, . ..vI. of X, and conversely. 
(iii) Each path from a root to an underlined node is equivalent to a word of X+- X. 
In what follows, we will often use the last two properties. If v is a node of F(X), 
the related word of Xt is denoted by wd(v). 
4.4. A simple example in DA(2) 
Before detailing the general method to embed a code X E D,(d) into a code Y 
maximal in D,(d), we give the main idea and illustrate it by a simple example 
when the deciphering delay equals 2. 
As d(X) = 2, each node in F(X) which is not a root is incomparable with P(X); 
moreover the set of the sons S(v) of each node v is a prefix code (Proposition 4.2). 
We are going to complete the set S(v) as much as possible so as to obtain a maximal 
prefix code with the set P(X). (Such an operation is always possible as every prefix 
code can be effectively included in a maximal prefix code [l].) Thus new words 
wd(u) related to these new nodes u (Proposition 4.2) will be added to the code X 
and will belong to the required maximal code. Notice that we do not add a word 
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of P(X) as a new son of v, to keep the same deciphering delay. Then the set S(U) 
of sons of any new node u will be again completed, creating new words for X, etc. 
Take the following code X = {ab, aba2b, aba’ba’ba, aba’b’, ba, ba’}E D,(2). Its 
associated forest F(X) is depicted as follows: 
ab + a2b + a’ba ba - a 
2 
\ b2 
where P(X) is equal to {ab, ba}. The set S(ab) ={a2b} is completed by {a’, b2} 
such that 
P(X)+S(ab)+{a’, b’) 
is a maximal prefix code. Accordingly, we complete the set S(u) of sons of each 
(old and new) node u. We then obtain the following infinite forest: 
U3- T- T . . . 
a3- T- T . . . 
a2b2_ T -T... ba - a 2 - T- T . . . 
-a’ba- T- T . . . 
b2- T- T . . . 
T- T . . . 
\ b2+ Td T . . . 
where T is the set {a’, b”}. By Proposition 4.2, this forest is associated with the set 
Y equal to Y, + YzT* with 
Y, = {ab, aba2b, ba}, 
Yz = {aba’, aba’ba’, aba’ba2b’, aba’ba2ba, aba’b3, ab’, ba3, bab2}. 
Y is a code with deciphering delay 2 which contains X and is maxima1 in D,(2). 
Indeed, d(Y) equals 2 because each node added to F(X) is incomparable with the 
set P(X). It is also very simple to prove that Y is maxima1 in D,(2) applying 
Theorem 3.2: 
VWEA”, Vye Y: ywA*n Y*#(d. 
Indeed, let v be the root in the forest comparable with the word yw; introduce yw 
in the tree of root u and follow as long as possible the path related to yw. If no son 
of the current node is acceptable, it means that we must proceed the reading of yw 
with some element of P(X); so go on by introducing again the remaining word by 
the associated root, etc. 
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For instance, if y.w = aba3.a2b3aba3b, we obtain 
where the symbol 1 means a new introduction by some root. So the word ywb is 
factorized in Y* as aba5b2.ba.ba3b2. 
4.5. Embedding procedure 
For many codes (with deciphering delay d ~3), it is sometimes impossible to 
complete sufficiently the set S(V) of sons of a node 2, to obtain a maximal prefix 
code with P(X) because the word wd(u) associated with a new son u of v may 
suppress the property of the code or increase the deciphering delay for the set 
X +{wd( u)}. However, this word wd(u) must exist to embed the code X into a 
maximal code in D,(d). Instead of adding this word to X (which is forbidden), 
we add wd(u) as son of every node w, which is equivalent to add the words 
wd( w).wd( u) to X. But perhaps some of these new words wd( w).wd( u) are again 
forbidden, to keep the properties of code and deciphering delay. So, we add again 
wd(w).wd(u) as son of nodes everywhere in the forest, etc. 
More generally, we need two main phases to embed a code X E D,(d) in a code 
Y maximal in the family D,(d). The first phase achieves the completion of the 
forest F(X), as described above, for each (old and new) not underlined node. The 
second one does the same job but for underlined nodes. The resulting forest will 
have three kinds of nodes: the underlined, the crossed out (the forbidden nodes) 
and the others which we call normal. As for the underlined and normal nodes, we 
also denote by wd(v) the word associated with any crossed out node v. 
Phase one is achieved by procedure COMPLETE-NN(v) which completes 
the set S(V) of sons of any normal node v. Procedure TEST(v, S) is called by 
COMPLETE-NN to carry out the important recursive work we described before: 
it tests whether the elements w of S are possible new sons of the node a, with respect 
to the required properties of code and deciphering delay of the Y maximal code 
(using function OK). If a new son w of v is forbidden, TEST adds wd(w) as son 
of every node u and calls itself to test whether wd(w) is acceptable as son of each 
u. Procedure SONS(v, S, S’) also appears in phase one: it computes from the node 
v and the words of S, which sons v may receive (the set S’) so that the set of all 
its (old and new) sons remains a prefix code. 
As we will see in the example below, the completion of the set of sons S(V) of 
a normal node v, very often implies the completion of the set S(u) of some underlined 
node(s) u. But sometimes it happens that the set S(v) of some underlined nodes v 
is not sufficiently completed. Crossed out nodes, if they exist, are entirely responsible 
for that situation. This is why we need a second phase to complete those nodes. 
Phase two is accomplished by procedure COMPLETE-UN(v) which completes the 
set S(v) of sons of any underlined node v. Procedure ADD(v, S) appearing in 
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COMPLETE-UN searches the crossed out nodes which imply that S(u) is not 
sufficiently completed and adds to S(u) the lacking nodes taken in S. Again a call 
to procedure TEST is made in order to test whether these nodes may be added. 
The main procedure, named FOREST-COMPLETION, realizes the completion 
of the forest F’(X) associated with a code X E D,(d). Initially 2 is an empty set 
and receives the words wd(u) for each crossed out node v during the execution of 
the procedure. X and F(X) are initially the given code and forest, the code and 
forest constructed in the procedure are also denoted by X and F(X) respectively. 
Notice that instructions (2) and (3) in FOREST-COMPLETION are executed for 
each old and new node of F(X). 
Procedure FOREST-COMPLETION(X, F(X)) 
(1) z-+-0, 
while there exists an untreated normal or underlined node z7 E FX, 
if there exists an untreated normal node Y. 
(2) Then COMPLETE-NN( v), 
(3) Else COMPLETE-UN(v). 
Procedure COMPLETE-NN( V) 
(1) Compute the set S’= P(S(v)+P(X)). 
(2) Construct S” such that S’+ S” is a maximal prefix code. 
(3) TEST(v, S”+Z). 
Procedure COMPLETE-UN(u) 
(1) Compute the set S’= P(S(u)+P(X)). 
(2) Construct S” such that S’+ S” is a maximal prefix code. 
(3) ADD( v, S”+ 2). 
Procedure TEST( u, S) 
(1) SONS( v, S, S’). 
(2) For each u’ E S’, 
draw an arrow from u to u’, 
if OK(wd( u).v’), then 
X + X + {wd( v’)}, 
complete the forest to obtain new F(X), 
else cross out the node 0’. 
(3) Let Z’={wd(w)lw is a crossed out son of v}. 
(4) If Z#Z+Z’, then Z+-Z+Z’, for each node u already treated by 
COMPLETE-NN or COMPLETE-UN, TEST( u, Z’). 
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Procedure SONS( u, S, S’) 
(1) S’+O. 
(2) For each w E S, according to 
(i) 3uES(~1): w<u: 
Let U={U’EA’[ WU’E S(u)}. 
Construct a set U’ such that U+ U’ is a maximal prefix code. 
S’cS’+{WU’IU’E U’}. 
(ii) 3~ E S(u): u s w: do nothing. 
(iii) Otherwise: S’+ S’+ { w}. 
Boolean function OK(w) 
Let w =yt where y E X+, t f P(X) and ItI is minimum. 
If there exists t’ = t, t’ # 1 such that X+yt’ n Xt f 0, 
then OK is false, else OK is true. 
Procedure ADD( U, S) 
(1) SONS( v, S, S’). 
(2) Let wd(v)=x,xZ...x,, na2, x~EX, l<icn. 
(3) For every w E S’, 
(i) j + n, stop + false. 
(ii) While j > 1 and not stop, do 
(a) Let u = xjxj+r . ..x.w. 
(b) If there exists z E Z such that z = u, 
thenjtj-1, 
else 
Let U’ E F(X) be an underlined node such that wd( v’) < u and 
VV”E S(v’): wd(v”)+ U. 
Let W’E A+ such that u = wd( u’)w’. 
ADD( v’, {w’}). 
if wd(v’)w’E Z-, then j + j - 1, else stop t true. 
(iii) If j = 1 then TEST( v, {w}). 
Notice that during its completion, the forest grows progressively but without 
modification of its previous form. The following example illustrates the different 
steps of procedure FOREST-COMPLETION. Let A = {a, 6, c} and X E D,(4) equal 
to {ba, baca3, ca’, bc, bcb2caca3, b2, b’ca, cat}. F(X) is equal to 
bu - 03 
bc ---. dcaca3 
Cd. 
cat. 
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After executing procedure FOREST-COMPLETION, we obtain the following com- 
pleted forest and sets 2 = {ca3, (~a)~, b2caca3}, T = {a, cub, cb, c’}+Z. We have 
indicated in bold character the extension of the forest due to the application of 
COMPLETE-UN to the underlined nodes: 
ba 
a l T 
cb + T 
c2 l T 
ca3- T ,.. 
cab - T __. 
caca------+ T .__ 





cab + T... 
b%aca3 - T 
cb .T 
ca3 l T 
caca - T ._. 
B 
cb . T . 
C? + T . 
ca2 cab - T _.. 
Cd - T . 
caca - T . 
i2CWd __, T 
.4r 
f 
C2 . T 
cab - T __. 
cat cb + T 
ca3 . T... 
caca -----+ T... 
dcacd - T . 
ticad 
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A glance at the bold part of the forest reveals that the set S(v) for four underlined 
nodes ZI (depicted in roman character) was not enough completed; thus these nodes 
had to be treated by procedure COMPLETE-UN. Let us explain the action of 
COMPLETE-UN in the first case: the node a in the tree of root bc, just after the 
execution of COMPLETE-NN to each normal node. At this moment, the set S(a) 
lacks the node a to be complete, it is due to the crossed out node a in the tree of 
root ca* which has given rise to the word ca3 E Z. In procedure ADD, we have 
wd( v) = b2.ca2 and n = 2. 
In the while instruction, for j = 2 and u = ca3, we find a word z = ca3 E Z comparable 
with u; it is no more true for j = 1 and u = b2ca3. We must execute TEST(u{w}) 
with w = a. The word b2ca3 then belongs to X. So the set S(a) is completed. 
4.6. Correctness of the embedding procedure 
We must now prove that procedure FOREST-COMPLETION works correctly, 
that is, if Xc A+ is a code with bounded deciphering delay d, the set Y G At 
represented by the completed forest, included X, is a code with the same deciphering 
delay d and is maximal in the family D,(d). But first, we make an important remark 
and prove some preliminary lemmas about the set Z. Let X E D,(d) and F(X) its 
associated forest, after application of procedure FOREST-COMPLETION to X 
and F(X), let Y be the set described by the completed forest F(Y). 
Remark. Notice that if some node ZI receives a new son u’ during the execution of 
procedure FOREST-COMPLETION and X is the current set, then there exist no 
words x, , . . . , x, E X, n 3 2, such that 
x ,... x,_,<wd(v)<x ,... x, and x ,... x,,-wd(u).u’. 
Otherwise procedure SONS would refuse u’ to be a candidate son of v. This argument 
will often appear in the following proofs. 
Lemma 4.3. For every z in Z, there exist words yl, . . . , ym E Y (m 2 l), t E A+ with 
t + P(X), 1 tl minimum, and a node v E F( Y) such that: 
(i) z =w2...y,t 
(ii) for some n, 1 s n s m, wd( v) = y,y,...y,, and y,+, . ..y.,,t is a crossed out son of 
V 
(iii) Y,Y,+~ . . . y,A*nZA*#@, Vi, lsism. 
The form y,y2...y,t is called the canonical form of the word z. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the words z added to Z during the execution 
of the procedure. Initially, the set Z is empty and the lemma is trivially true. Suppose 
that a new word z is added to the current set Z which satisfies the lemma. The 
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word z has been created by TEST during the completion of the set S(V) for some 
(normal or underlined) node U: 
z = wd( u).u’, 
where v’ is a crossed out node. v’ belongs to Z or is incomparable with P(X). It 
follows by the induction hypothesis that u’ has a canonical form equal to 
v’= Yn+lYn+z . ..y.t with m 2 n, y, E Y, n + 1s is m. 
So, as wd(v) = y,y,...y, where n 2 1, yi E Y, 1 G is n, the word z is written as 
z = y, y, . ..y.t with t f P(X). 
1 tI is minimum otherwise there exist p a 1, y’, , . . . , yh E Y, t’E A’, t’Z J’(X), such that 
z = y: . ..ybt’ with (t’( < (t(. 
Let j 3 1 as small as possible be such that 
wd(v)=y,y,...y,<y;y;...y;. 
Because of the canonical form of ZI’, y,y,...y, < y:y;...yj. Which is impossible 
considering the previous remark. 
Finally, we have 
y;y,+, . ..ymA* n ZA* # 0 
if n + 1 s i G m by the induction hypothesis. This property also holds in case 1 c i G n: 
if the node u is normal, it is trivial, if it is underlined, recall that for every 
U =yiyi+l...Yn~'=YiYY,+l...Y, 9 t i > 1, there exists a crossed out node w such that 
wd(w) E Z is comparable with u (cf. ADD). q 
Lemma 4.4. For every y’ E Yt and z E Z, if y, y, . ..y.t is the canonical form of z, then 
YlY2...Yf?l SY’ and z = y’ + y,y,...y, = y’. 
Proof. The proof is again by induction on the words z added to Z during the 
execution of the procedure. 
The lemma is true if Z is empty. Suppose Z fulfils the lemma and a word z is 
added to Z. So by Lemma 4.3, there exist two nodes v, v’ where v’ is a crossed out 
son of v and for some n, 1 G n s m 
WV) =Y,Y,...Y,, u’= yn+, . ..y.t. 
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The node ~1 is either normal or underlined, TJ’ belongs to 2 or is incomparable with 
P(X). Let 
Y’=YlY;, Y’l,YiE Y” 
where y: is the smallest word such that wd( v) G yi. We must have wd(v) = y; by 
the remark. So, if v’= t Z P(X), then y; = 1 and y,y,...y, = yi = y’; if U’E 2, then 
by the induction hypothesis u’= y ,,+, . ..ymt = y:t and y,y,...~,~ = y;y; = y’. Cl 
Lemma 4.5. The set Z is a pre$x code and ZA” A Y* = @ 
Proof. Suppose there exist z, Z’E Z such that z < z’. Let yt, y’t’ be the respective 
canonical forms of z and z’ where y, y’ belong to Y+. By Lemma 4.4, the words y 
and y’ must be equal. So t < t’; this is impossible because t, t’ belong to the prefix 
code of which the words are incomparable with P(X). It follows that Z is a prefix 
code. The second property ZA” n Y” = 0 is a direct corollary of Lemma 4.4. q 
These lemmas enable us to prove the following important theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. Let X E D,(d) and F(X) its associated forest, after application of 
procedure FOREST-COMPLETION to X and F(X), let Y be the set described by 
the completed forest F( Y). Then 
(i) Y is a code with deciphering delay d, 
(ii) Every z E Z belongs to one of the sets Y’A’ - Y’+‘A+, 1 G i s d - 2. 
Proof. The proof is based on an induction on the nodes v’ added as new son of 
some node u, we denote by X and F(X) the current set and forest constructed 
during the execution of the procedure. Initially, the theorem is true, since d(X) = d 
and Z is empty. 
Suppose that the current sets X and Z fulfil statements (i) and (ii). Suppose we 
add a new son u’ to some node u. It will be crossed out or not in procedure TEST. 
Recall that v’ is either incomparable with the words of P(X) or belongs to Z. So, 
by Lemma 4.3 and the induction hypothesis, 
v’=y’t’forsome ~‘EX~, Osisd-2 and 
t’e At such that t’+ P(X), 1 t’l minimum. 
Notice also that the word wd(v) is equal to some y E Xk (k 2 1). It follows that 
wd(u).v’= yy’t’E X’+kA+. 
The value of OK(wd(v).u’) tells whether v’ is a normal node (the value is true) or 
a crossed out one (the value is false). Recall that OK(wd(u).u’) is false for 
X+yy’r”n X+ # P, with 1 < t”E t’, 
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this is equivalent to 
3x, X’E x: x # x’, xX”yy’r”n X’X” # 0. (I) 
The distinct words x, x’ indeed exist. Otherwise assume Yy’t” = x,x2 . ..x., E X+ and 
let i as small as possible be such that y s x,x?... xi. Then y = x,x2...xi by the remark 
and y’t”= xi+, . . . x,, which yields a contradiction with Lemma 4.4 since t“# 1. 
Suppose first that OK(wd(v).u’) is false in TEST, then y’ cannot belong to 
Xdpkp’A* otherwise in (l), there are d + 1 words of X given by 
x, X’E X and yy’~ Xdm’, 
when X has deciphering delay d (by the induction hypothesis). So the new word 
wd(v’) of Z satisfies fact (ii); fact (i) is also true because X is not modified. 
Suppose now that OK(wd(v).v’) is true. Then Z is not modified and fact (ii) 
remains true. The word wd(v’) is added to the set X, we denote by X’ the set 
X + {wd( v’)}. Consider the set X*wd( 0’). It is a prefix code. Indeed, let x, x’ E X”, 
x < x’ such that 
x.wd( v’) < x’.wd( u’). 
If x,x’ both belong to X’, then we have a contradiction with the true value of 
OK(wd(v’)). So x = 1, x’f 1 and wd(v’) < x’.wd(v’), a contradiction with Lemma 
4.4. Note also that 
X*wd( v’)A* n X+ = 0, 
using Lemma 4.4 and OK( wd( v’)) = true. 
We are now going to prove that X’ is again a code with deciphering delay d. 
Assume the contrary: there exist words x,, x2,. . . ,x,, Y,, y2,. . . , y, in X’, w in 
A* such that 
XIX2...4,W =y,y,....Y,,, XI # Yl 3 Iwl<lYf7l, n+m=d+l. 
By the induction hypothesis, the set X has deciphering delay d, so the word wd( v’) 
must appear among the xi’s, y,‘s. 
If wd(v’) is one of the x,‘s and one of the yj’s, then the code X*wd(u’) being 
prefix and x1 # y,, we have the following equality between words of X 
x,xz...x, = y,y,...y, forsome i,j,l<i<n, l<j<m, 
which is impossible since X is a code. 
If wd( v’) only appears among the xi’s, we have a contradiction with X*wd( v’)A* n 
x+ =0. so, x,x*...x, E x+, wd( v’) = y, again because X*wd( u’)A* n X+ = 0. Two 
cases occur: m f 1, rn = 1. For the first one, we have either 
Y,.Y,...Y,,-I <XI%...X, ~Y,Y,...Y,,-,YY’, 
which is impossible by the induction hypothesis (d(X) is equal to d), or 
YlY2...Y,~,YY’<xlx2...Xnr 
which is also impossible since OK(wd(u’)) is true. 
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The second case also yields a contradiction: m = 1, so n = d and y < x,x~...x, by 
the induction hypothesis d(X) = d. Let i as small as possible be such that y s x,xz...xi. 
By the remark, 
y = x,x2 . ..xi and x~+,x~+~...x,, s y’t = v’. 
Moreover, recall y E Xk, so k = i as X is a code. If v is a normal node, then 
wd(v)=y~X,soi=l,y=x,.Ifv’~Z,thenn=d=l.Thisisimpossiblebecause 
we have decided in Section 4.2 that d was strictly greater than 1. Then V’E 2 and 
V’E XdP’ A*, which contradicts the induction hypothesis. Finally, if the node v is 
underlined, recall that if wd(v’) is added to X, it means that there exists a word 
ZE Z such that ZE xZ...x,At (by procedure ADD and Lemma 4.5). So the word 
z E XdP’ A+, in contradiction with the induction hypothesis. 0 
We arrive at last at the announced result that each code X E D,(d) can be 
effectively included in a code YE D,(d) which is maximal in D,(d): 
Theorem 4.7. Any code X s At with bounded deciphering delay d can be efectively 
included in a code Y G A+ with the same deciphering delay d which is maximal in the 
family D,(d). 
Proof. Let F(X) be the forest associated with the code X. The execution of procedure 
FOREST-COMPLETION gives rise to a completed forest F(Y) which depicts a 
set Y. By Theorem 4.6 we know that YE D,(d). It is clear that it contains the code 
X. So, it remains to prove that Y is maximal in DA(d). By Theorem 3.2, we must 
show that for every word w E A* and y E Ydp’, 
ywA* n Y” # 0. 
Let us begin with an important remark. For every node v E F( Y), the set S(v) of 
its (normal, underlined and crossed out) sons is a prefix code because initially the 
forest F(X) fulfils this property, Z is a prefix code (Lemma 4.5) and procedure 
SONS maintains this property during the execution. Moreover the set P(S(v) + 
P(X)) is a maximal prefix code as it is the aim of procedures COMPLETE-NN 
and COMPLETE-UN. 
Let us now give the idea of the proof. Let v be the root E P(X) which is a left 
factor of the word yw. Introduce yw in the tree of F(Y) with root v. Follow as long 
as possible the path related to the beginning of yw. As the set S(v) of each node v 
is prefix, no choice must be done. If after a number of moves, the remaining part 
u of yw begins without any of the normal and underlined sons of the current node 
v, it means that u begins with some root of P(X). So, introduce it in the tree which 
has this root, follow again the associated path, etc. 
The proof is as follows. It cannot be that after the introduction of the word yw 
in the forest F(Y), we come to a node v such that the remaining part u of yw is 
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incomparable with the words of P(X) and the sons of v. It is impossible because, 
as we have noticed before, the set P(S(v) + P(X)) is a maximal prefix code. 
Suppose then that the remaining part u of yw is comparable with a crossed out 
son v’ of v. So, for the word u’ defined by u’u = yw, we have already found a 
factorization in words of Yt (Proposition 4.2): 
24’ = Yl.Y, . ..Y. where n 3 1 and yi E Y+, Vj. 
For each j, 1 <j < n, there exists a not crossed out node vj-, such that wd( v,-,) = Yj_l 
and no son of vj-, is comparable with yj (which means that yj results from a path 
beginning at the root of a new tree). The word y, equals wd(v). 
The node v’ is a crossed out son of v, so 
wd( v’) = wd( v).v’ = z E Z. 
If n # 1, v,_, exists. Recall that v,~, has no son which is comparable with y,, and 
with z. It is impossible because either z is a son of v,-, or v,-, has a son which is 
comparable with z (cf. SONS). If n = 1, then z is equal to U’V’ and thus belongs to 
YdP’A* because the word YE Yd-’ is a left factor of u’. This is also impossible, 
indeed by Theorem 4.6, 
z E Y’A+ _ Yl+‘A+ , for some i, lsisd-2. 0 
In the previous example, the forest F(X) of the code 
X = {ba, baca3, ca2, be, bcb2caca3, b2, b2ca, cat} 
with deciphering delay 4, was completed in a forest F(Y) by procedure FOREST- 
COMPLETION. The set Y associated with F(Y) is thus a code maximal in the 
family D,(4). Notice that the set Y is infinite as it was expected by Theorem 4.1. 
Let us check that ywA* A Y* # 0 for y = b2.cac.ca2 E Y3 and w = a2bc2. As proposed 
in the proof of Theorem 4.7, we introduce the word yw in the tree of root bc. We obtain 
b2cacca41 bccb, 
where the symbol 1 means a new introduction by some root. So the word ywb is 
factorized in Y* as b2.cac2a4.bc2b. 
4.7. Embedding algorithm for a jinite code with bounded deciphering delay 
Let us conclude this section by the answer to the question “Is it possible to embed 
any$nite code with bounded deciphering delay into a maximal code which is regular 
and has the same deciphering delay?“. 
Yes: 
Theorem 4.8. Any jinite code X E D,(d) is included in a regular maximal code 
YE D,(d) written as Y, + Y2T* where Y, , Y2, T are jinite sets. The construction of 
Y can be done in a Jinite number of steps. 
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Proof. If we complete the forest F(X) associated with the code X by procedure 
FOREST-COMPLETION, we will obtain a set Y which includes X and is maximal 
in D,(d) (Theorem 4.6). So it remains to prove that Y is regular if X is finite and 
that the completion of F(X) uses a finite number of steps. The conclusion follows 
from Theorem 3.3 because a regular code is always thin [ 11. We are going to define 
an algorithm which acts as the procedure FOREST-COMPLETION, but constructs 
a finite forest Fr and is executed in a finite number of steps. 
The forest F(X) as defined before, has redundant information, possibly leading 
to an infinite forest F(X) even if X is finite. Each tree of F(X) just needs to contain 
the information about the words of X which have its root as left factor. In other 
words, the first definition of the forest F(X) has given rise to redundant underlined 
nodes. We define the forest F,(X) in the following way. Recall that U(v) is the set 
{u E RF(X) 1 uu E X’} with u E A+. 
level 0: P(X) is defined as the set of the roots of the trees. 
level k, (k 2 1): For each node vI_, of level k - 1, let (v,,, v,, . . . , Q_,) be the 
path from the root v0 to vk_, . Let x E X such that vOu, . ..vk-. E xX*. If 
ZIX’EX, x#x’: v,,v ,... vk_,A+nx’X*#O, 
then construct the set P( U(v,,v, . . . vk-,)) and draw an arrow from vk_, to each of 
its elements v k ; underline the node vk in case vov, . ..vk-.vk .@ X. 
If X is a finite code with finite deciphering delay, then the forest F,(X) associated 
with it has a finite number of nodes. F,(X) is computable by Proposition 2.1. 
The algorithm of completion of the forest F,(X) is rather similar to procedure 
FOREST-COMPLETION. The main difficulty is to apply procedures COMPLETE- 
NN and COMPLETE-UN to a finite number of normal and underlined nodes, 
respectively, and to keep the forest F,-(X) finite during the execution. 
Four steps compose the algorithm, X,, denotes the initial code and F,-(X,,) the 
initial forest, X denotes the set computed from X, during the execution of the 
algorithm and F,-(X) its associated forest. 
Let NN be equal to NN, + NN, where NN, is the set of internal normal nodes 
in F,(X,) and NN2 is defined by 
NN> = Iv E FAX,) 1 v is an external normal node and 3u E RF(X): 
Xt n X+.wd( v).u # 0). 
NN2 contains all the external normal nodes of F(X,) which receive a crossed out 
son during the execution of FOREST-COMPLETION. The first step of the algorithm 
consists in applying procedure COMPLETE-NN to every node v E NN. 
The second step prepares the forest F,(X), that is: it locates and possibly computes 
the underlined nodes that procedure COMPLETE-UN will have to complete. It 
acts as follows (it simply extends the forest to reach these underlined nodes): 
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Procedure PREPARE-FOREST 
For each underlined node v E Fr(X,,), 
(1) Let wd(u)=x,x,...x, with na2, x;EX, l<iGn. 
(2) For each i, 2 d is n, for each word t such that 
xixi+, . . . XJEZ and tfS(v), 
while there exists an external underlined node u E F,-(X) such that wd( u) 
<wd(v).t, do 
(i) Construct the set W = P( U(wd(u))). 
(ii) VW E W, draw an arrow from u to w and underline w. 
In the third step of the algorithm, procedure COMPLETE-UN is applied to each 
node n E UN, where UN is the set of all the internal underlined nodes 2, G F,-(X). 
Finally the fourth step computes the set T = P’+Z such that P’+ P(X) is a 
maximal prefix code, and the set Y, + Y2T* where 
Y, = {wd( u) 1 ZJ is an internal normal node in F,(X)}, 
Y7 = {wd( v) 1~1 is an external normal node in Fr( X)}. 
The set T here defined acts as the set T in the examples which was the set S(v) 
for most nodes. 
The algorithm is thus 
Algorithm FINITE-FOREST-COMPLETION(X,, F,-(X,)) 
(1) Z+ca, X+X,, F,(X)+F,(X,). 
(2) Construct the set NN, for each ZJ E NN, COMPLETE-NN(u). 
(3) PREPARE-FOREST. 
(4) Construct the set UN, for each ~1 E UN, COMPLETE-UN(V). 
(5) Construct the sets T and Y, + Y2T*. 
This algorithm can be executed in a finite number of steps. The set NN is indeed 
clearly finite and it is computable by Proposition 2.1. Procedure COMPLETE-NN 
is executable in a bounded time and constructs a finite forest F,(X) because it is 
always possible to construct a finite set S” in COMPLETE-NN (cf. instruction (2)) 
and the recursivity appearing in TEST (cf. instruction (3)) always stops by Theorem 
4.6. The conclusion is similar for procedure PREPARE-FOREST by Proposition 
2.1 and as F,(X) is finite. So the set UN is obviously finite. Procedure COMPLETE- 
UN is also executable in a bounded time and constructs a finite forest F,(X), exactly 
for the same reasons as COMPLETE-NN. Finally, the sets Y,, Yz are finite as 
F,-(X) is finite; the set P’ can be chosen finite, then T is finite as Z is finite too. 
So, Y, + Yz T” is a regular set. 
We are now going to prove that the proposed algorithm FINITE-FOREST- 
COMPLETION acts exactly like procedure FOREST-COMPLETION, to be able 
to apply Theorem 4.7. Suppose that the forests Fr(X,,) and F(X,) associated with 
the code X0 are respectively completed on one hand, by the algorithm, on the other 
hand by procedure FOREST-COMPLETION, such that COMPLETE-NN and 
COMPLETE-UN are used in the same way in the algorithm and in the procedure. 
F,(X) is the completed forest constructed by the algorithm. We obtain by the 
procedure an infinite forest F(X) which contains all the nodes of F,(X). To use 
Theorem 4.7, we still have to show that one obtains F(X) from F,(X) by recursively 
infinitely adding to each external normal node v of F,(X) the set of sons S(V) = T 
and computing the new underlined nodes which are derived. This will mean that 
algorithm FINITE-FOREST-COMPLETION constructs a code Y maximal in 
D,(d) equal to the regular set Y, + Y,T* (Theorem 4.7). 
The proof is not very complicated: In the algorithm, first, COMPLETE-NN has 
completed the set S(v) for each node VE NN,+ NN2; each new normal node w 
added to Fr(X,) during the execution will never have a crossed out son (cf. OK), 
so the normal nodes which belong to F(X) - F,-(X) can all receive the set T as set 
of sons. Afterwards, COMPLETE-UN, with the help of PREPARE-FOREST, has 
processed all the underlined nodes z, which needed to complete their set of sons 
S(v). 0 
Notice that for the set Y = Y, + Y2T* in the previous proof, for every y E Yd-’ 
and WE A*, one can effectively compute a word of Y* which belongs to ywA* 
showing that 
ywA” n Y” # 0. 
Indeed, just use the completed forest Fr( Y) obtained with the algorithm FINITE- 
FOREST-COMPLETION, as follows. First imagine we replace each external normal 
node v by an infinite tree of normal nodes, depicting the concatenation of T” with 
wd( v). Then, let v be the root E P(X) be such that v and yw are comparable, 
introduce the word yw in the tree of root v and follow as long as possible the 
associated path. If no son of the current node v is comparable with the remaining 
part u of yw, then 
- if v is an underlined node, let 
wd( v) = y,y, . ..y. with n 3 2, y; E Y, 1s i s n, 
then come back in the work: introduce the word y,...y,u in the tree whose root 
is comparable with it. 
- else u is comparable with some root, so introduce it in the tree which has this root. 
Let us conclude with an example. We have already given the forest 
completed by procedure FOREST-COMPLETION for the code X = 
Maximal codes with bounded deciphering delay 15 
{ba, baca3, ca’, bc, bcb2caca3, b2, b2ca, cat}. The forest F,(X) associated with X is 
equal to 
ba - ca3 ca2, 
bc _ b%aca3 cat. 
The sets NN, and NN2 are respectively {ba, bc, b2, b2ca} and {~a*, cat}. With the 
algorithm detailed in the previous proof, we obtain the following finite forest 

















The sets Z and T are defined by Z = {ca3, (~a)~, b2caca3}, T = {a, cab, cb, c’} + 2. 
Let us show that for y = b2.cac.ca2 E Y3 and w = a2bc2, 
ywA* n Y* # 0. 
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The introduction of the word yw in the forest above gives the path 
(62, ca c cu3) 3 __) -- 
in the tree of root b2, where the last node is underlined. So, we come back to the 
word cac2a4bc2. It gives the path 
( cac,ca3, a) 
in the tree of root cat, where the last node belongs to T and has no son comparable 
with bc2 So we finish by a trip in the tree of root bc. We have effectively computed 
the word 
y’ = b2.cac2a4.bc2b E Y+ 
such that y’~ ywA*. 
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